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For Sale at
President’s
Auction
By Bill Walker
lex and I pulled out all the items to
be sold for the Fall Meet President’s Auction on September 7. They
are parked on the siding on the north
side of the Phil West Barn, covered by a
tarp during the week, and will be on
view from now until the Auction.
Boxcab Electric Loco and Cars
One set contains three cars and a
box cab electric locomotive. The three
cars were produced at the same scale
and ARE NOT 1.5"scale; they are

A

Michael Mahan and Alex O’D placing trestles on 4-3/4” extension August 18.
(Diana Manchester photo)

(Continued on page 5)

4-3/4” Gauge Extension to
Smith Valley Progresses Swiftly
By Alex O’Donnell
hree and a half years ago, I started a
project which, frankly, many considered neither feasible nor attainable. I
am here today to tell you that dream is
becoming a reality, and 4-3/4” gauge
has made it to the far reaches of Smith
Valley.
In the last six months, fresh track
was laid from the reversing balloon
switch, under O’Brien-Moore Bridge,
and across the south side of Smith Valley to the footing of a long 60-foot trestle which will span the flood plain.
While the long trestle was under construction by Michael Mahan, Nick Guzman along with Rod and Jake Dierking
began adding fill for the northeast curve
he calls San Fernando Curve.

T

In the last few weeks, Nick and I
joined up and ballasted well over a hundred feet of track made from rail which
was from the estate of old member Roy
George. Nick is building a reinforced

Boxcab Electric -2219

(Continued on page 6)
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See Page 3

Public rides
Public rides
Public Rides; Disney Barn
Open/Steam Plant and Gauge-1
operating
22, 29 Public rides
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each in the Souvenir Booth when finished.
Harassment Issues – The Board has
drafted an Anti-Harassment Policy and
Procedure. Copies were passed around the
audience for review and comment. The
policy was written in broad terms to cover
a variety of situations. Cases will be handled confidentially. The Board will decide
if a complaint is legitimate or not, and will
August 2019
use their discretion on any action to take.
Drew LaGaly made a motion to approve
By Diana Manchester, Secretary
the policy; Wayne Crabb seconded it, and
t 7:08 pm on August 4, 2019, the Au- it passed unanimously. It will be entered
gust BOD Meeting was called to or- into our Policy & Procedures.
der by President Ted Merchant. Seven
Audit update – Tim provided an upDirectors were present, as well as 44 memdate on our audit in June; we got a letter
bers.
from the IRS auditor with a few questions
Secretary’s Report –A sign-up sheet about Ghost Train and Gary’s involvement
for the new magnetic name badges was
as a Board Director. The auditor felt he
sent around the room. When we have at
could close our audit once he gets these
least 100 Fred Lack will send in an order. answers.
They will available for between $5 to 10

A

Fall Meet September 6, 7 and 8
By Alex O’Donnell
ttention members and live steamists
–plan to join us at our Fall Meet
Friday through Sunday, September 6, 7,
and 8.
Bring out your trains in 7-1/2”, 43/4”, 3-1/2” gauges as well as Gauge-1
and celebrate our heritage as a live steam
club in Southern California.
Camping will be available on a firstcome-first-served basis in the newly refurbished East Meadow and the lawns

A

around Disney Barn. The West Meadow
is available, but will be bumpy due to
mud and heavy equipment use during the
O’Brien-Moore Bridge renovation and
the one-inch track expansion project.
Meals will be provided by the Kountry Kitchen all weekend, including a kick
off spaghetti dinner on Friday night.
Our President’s Auction will be held
on Saturday at 2:00 pm, so please bring
out your railroad-related items for donation. Surplus train equipment will be auctioned; photos and details can
be found in this issue on pages 1 and 5; the equipment is
also on display on the siding
north of the Phil West Barn.
We Need Volunteers
To make this Meet a success
and fun for everyone, kindly
consider giving us a hand over
the weekend. We need volunteers for kitchen/trash/gate
duty; signup sheets are in the
Kountry Kitchen. Or contact
Alex O’Donnell or Bill
Walker for more information.
Alex O’Donnell photo

Gary Baker submitted, in writing, his
resignation from our Board. Ted recognized Gary's very generous, pro-active
effort to avoid any appearance of impropriety (whether real or not), and that we
are taking measures moving forward to
prevent similar appearances. The Board
accepts Gary's resignation with regrets.
Ted clarified that the Board of Directors is
a corporate body that accepts all responsibility for perceived or real conflicts of interest for itself and previous Boards.
Gary's resignation would not have been
necessary had the Board been more proactive regarding conflict of interest policies
and bylaws. Ghost Train has produced
over $500,000 net income for LALSRM
supporting many improvements to our
infrastructure. Everyone is encouraged to
be supportive of Gary and thank him for
making this sacrifice.
Boney Island has elected not to run
this year as an abundance of caution. What
we want to do now is to move forward
constructively, continue to preserve the
Club’s non-profit status, and plan fundraisers that fall within acceptable 501(c)(3)
guidelines.
The Board will be mulling over
whether to appoint another Board member. The Bylaws allow us to have seven
members. Discussion followed about how
that would affect the next election. TBD.
Membership – Wayne Crabb reported that Hugo Budd finished his probation
in light speed, with great reports about his
service. He just graduated from high
school and is going to Stanford next year.
Jennifer DeBiasio, a high school student,
was introduced. Growing up she enjoyed
going to train events with her dad, Jim.
Being in the Club will give her more
chances to be with him, and she has her
eye on a train she likes. Tim Silver was
approved by the Board last month as a
new probationary member.
Conductors are required to be
trained, be Level 1 certified and show
proficiency to pull the public. The question arose whether they need to be paid
members. A long discussion followed.
What about spouses or family members
of members? Members of other clubs?
Engineers should be members, everyone
felt. Wayne introduced the idea of a Family Membership, such as Train Mountain
has. To be continued.
Superintendent’s Report: Jeremy
Steinert was unable to attend but sent a
report. Signal crews got a lot done; irriga(Continued on page 6)
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Election Deadlines
Approaching

O

H

ello Live Steamers!

So many of you have been out
working on the layout this last month!
Our Cub continues to look better and
better!
We're well on our way to receiving
visitors for the upcoming Fall Meet.
However, there are a few things to do.
Our track is in pretty poor shape at
the moment. There are a number of
kinks, tilts, and slightly out of gauge
sections. Some switches need adjustment
and debris removal to prevent derailments and switch splitting.
If you are interested in learning how
to maintain track or would like to lend a
hand, we will be holding classes and
working on the track on August 24 and
31!
We're well into summer which
means that the pine trees will be shedding more. Thankfully, this isn't as bad
as the deciduous trees, but it is something to keep on top of.

I know a few coal-burning locomotives will be coming to the Club, so we
should make sure the track is leaf-free
and the coal dumps have been mucked
out.
Also, in the next month or so will be
the start of the Santa Ana winds and the
usual fire season that comes with it. We
should prepare early and perhaps weed
whack some of the grasses on the
hillside near the Club. We should also
make sure that the roofs of our buildings
and cabooses are free of dried leaves.

Let’s all enjoy the last few weeks of
summer and have a wonderful Fall Meet!

H

ello Rail Fans!
I had a great day last Sunday,
August 18, 2019. I was at the Club. The
weather was perfect. Bill Schirmer had
mowed the lawns. The Kountry Kitchen,
Sherwood Station and Disney Barn were
busy. The Gauge-1 track was active.
Several members complimented me regarding how well the campus looked.
Friends from Riverside Live Steamers
were present. And about eight members
were running the beam engine that Nick
Guzman restored.
I was pleased to see the display of
three locomotives and five cars we are
auctioning at the Fall Meet. All eight
pieces are offered “as is”. None of the
locomotives run, but I understand all the
parts are there. This is a fantastic opportunity for a new member to acquire restorable equipment at a low price. Come
check them out.
How could Sunday be any better?
Everyone was relaxed. No one was complaining. Members were engaged with
one another. And everyone was talking,
running or riding trains!
James Grzesiak was talking about
the proper use and restoration of a milling machine. Dave Lazarus was sharing
his recently CNC fabricated expansion
links, and had high praise for Nick Guzman’s riveting job on his new newlybuilt hopper car. Glen Manchester was
running his Level 1-certified Tower Car
and gondola all day.
The Disney crowd was being
actively entertained by our remarkable
steam plant team and the Gauge-1
modelers.
And how about that beam engine?
The engineers and riders were not just
learning how to safely run and maintain
a steam locomotive, but they were all

ur Nominating Committee for 2020
includes Wayne Crabb, Bill
Schirmer and Jim Cammarata. If you are
interesting in running, or would like to
nominate a member, please contact one
of them.
Nominations from the floor can be
made at our next General Meeting on
September 14. Each nomination must be
seconded. The final deadline for nominations is September 25, to be communicated in writing to the Club Secretary,
Diana Manchester.
More information will be coming.

New Probationary
Member

New probationary member, Jennifer
DeBiasio. She is the daughter of Jim
DeBiasio and was introduced in the
August BOD meeting. Welcome!
having fun. Each one was enthusiastic,
friendly and smiling. The engine would
have smiled too, if it could!
So that’s how I experienced last
Sunday. I suspect others had different
but positive experiences. The common
elements were camaraderie, respect and
trains; that is who we are. This is where I
want to be.
I look forward to seeing you next
Sunday.
Your comments and concerns are
always appreciated.
Ted Merchant
EdwardBMerchant@gmail.com
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Christie and Ray Run at Bittercreek
Order Your New & Western Narrow Gauge Meet
LALS Badge
By Christie Edinger
were leaving as we arrived but quite a few
Our new LALSRM name badge is
a 2-3/16” x 1-9/16” rectangle with oval
top and custom-printed with your name
in black letters. The fronts are a fadeproof, domed polyurethane, and the
magnetic backing is very strong. It can
be attached safely on shirts, sweatshirts, hats, lanyards, etc. To order
your customized badge, email Fred
(atlantis90230@yahoo.com) with your
first and last name and the quantity.
We will order them shortly after the
September BOD Meeting.

O

n Sunday morning, August 11 at
5:00 am a stealth black Dodge RAM
truck (captained by Ray Burden) pulling a
16’ toy hauler quietly headed north from
Burbank. Destination: Bittercreek & Western Railroad near Arroyo Grande for the
final day of their annual narrow gauge
meet.
We pulled into Bittercreek about 8:30
and were greeted by the steam
“weaselette” Aubrie Stanley. She very
competently helped us with the lift.
Thanks, Aubrey for the help. We recognized many attendees we had seen at Train
Mountain and other railroads: Matt Thomas, Wyatt Thomas, Abby Thomas, Mike
Massee, Aubrie Stanley, Jason Stanley,
Steve Alley, Steve Eastland, Ken Burns
and LALS member Don Maddy. Many

hung around for the day.
We brought engine 73, Dinger Belle,
two wooden bench cars and a caboose
with our able conductor Mickey waving
from the caboose door.
Most of the day was spent running
around their amazing layout which had
many tunnels and bridges. The railroad is
very old but the track was in great condition and we never had a problem. Weather
was perfect! Everyone took a break for
lunch when they pulled out some leftovers
from the night before, then we all went
back to burning laps.
When the sun started to set we loaded
up our toys and headed home. Thanks to
Karl and all the volunteers at Bittercreek
for their wonderful hospitality.
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President’s Auction Items
(Continued from page 1)

smaller. We could sell the cars separately or keep
as a set. The box cab loco can be sold as an individual item.
As per Jay Hawver there are a few items still
in storage that require some more due diligence,
and therefore should not yet be placed into this
auction. If anything changes we will pull them out
also.
Rolling Stock Being Auctioned
Clockwise from top:
Pacific Electric Set: The Pacific Electric steeple
cab above can only be sold as a set due to its
unique control car and caboose with an air brake
system and electronics.
Boxcab Electric Rolling Stock: Oil tanker, caboose, and
riding car.
Planet locomotive (single item)
(All auction item photos Bill Walker)

For Sale: Never-Used
Hydraulic Motorcycle Scissors
Lift on Casters - $100

Contact Wilbur Dong pcdong@prodigy.net

Disney Mine Train Car Restored
By Drew LaGaly
any of you may remember
the Mine Train cars that
were at LALSRM for many years
awaiting restoration efforts being
spearheaded by the Carolwood
Foundation.
On July 13, Carolwood unveiled one of two remaining Mine
Train cars, which now has been
90% restored by
TJL Construction,
Inc. in Burbank.
The two cars
that remain from
the attraction have
been completely
rebuilt to original
specs. All new,
clear Douglas fir
has been used in
rebuilding the car
bodies, which have
been painted with a
two-part epoxy

M

paint system known for its durability and strength. The only part
of the original cars that could be
reused was the steel parts, which
were sandblasted and powder
coated to match their original
color.
After the cars’ restoration is
complete, research will begin on
the best methods to start restoring
the Mine Train engine #1.

Stephen Russo Photo
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(Continued from page 2)

tion crew fixed a lot of pipes. Steve Rodstein had some concerns about underground pipes (gray and white) and a discussion followed.

The Engine Booster
property and examine their many structures. Tom brought back a set of TM’s
guidelines on scale and techniques, and
showed us a sample wood facade he built.
He would donate his time and ask the Club
to reimburse him for materials. Ted asked
Tom to fill out some FCR’s to outline
sketches, locations and budgets.

Track issues: Doug and Miles repaired some track recently between the
signal and the bridge. Alex is repairing
track in Bresee Yard near the one inch car
barn, and is also replacing wood ties with
plastic. It’s a large yard with many switches, so will be a long process.

2020 Elections: our nominating committee is Wayne Crabb, Jim Cammarata
and Bill Schirmer. Anyone that wants to
run should contact them. Drew submitted a
questionnaire of 11 questions for nominees
to fill out; this will become their candidates’ statement for the Booster and ballot
materials, instead of the 75 words of previEngine and car maintenance: Miles ous years. This will help us get qualified
mentioned a number of items. Dave and
candidates and inform our voting members
Zak Holman are working on the UP enof what each candidate brings to the Board.
gine; a new pump is needed and will be
The Club will be paying for each candidate
purchased from the manufacturer. The ren- to get a Life Scan background check.
ovated and improved UP will become our There may be Bylaw changes on the ballot;
test bed for future locomotive refurbishing. we will know more by the next BOD meetDave and Zak were applauded for their
ing.
diligent work on this engine and others.
Shed Rentals: invoices will be going
Servicing Engines: when you finish out shortly. The cleanup crew will be gearrunning a locomotive, refuel and oil it. If it ing up soon to go through the Alkire and
has a battery tender, plug it in. If you put
Richardson Sheds; please clean out the non
one away without servicing it, it’s still
-railroad items from your tracks.
your responsibility, and you can expect a
phone call.
Fall Meet is September 6, 7 and 8.
Alex O’Donnell and Bill Walker are coWi-fi: our wi-fi has been updated and chairs. The President’s Auction will innow performs a little faster. The tracker
clude locomotives and rolling stock cursystem is performing better. Last weekend rently owned by the Club; and we may set
we had four trains running, and could easi- minimum starting bids. Photos and dely see where they were on our layout. Greg scriptions will be published in the Booster,
and Miles put in new repeaters and zero
and the equipment will be displayed for
point modules for more accurate tracking. inspection. The locomotives do not run and
Miles thanked everyone for using the caare being sold as is.
booses equipped with the GPS transmitters, and reminded us to disconnect the
Workdays have been reduced back to
batteries when done running.
once a month, the second Saturday.
Bees update: Bill Schirmer called the
City Recs and Parks Department, and their
full-time bee removal crew came out the
next morning at 6 am and took care of our
two bee hives, at no cost to us. We will add
ammonia to both locations to deter bees
from coming back (it neutralizes the pheromones).

Operational Meet proposed by Bill
Walker – one Saturday in the Fall with
train orders and dispatching; bi-directional;
switchers, freight trains and passenger
trains; some scheduled, some random; and
call boards. Bill suggested members gather
at the Club to build and paint cardboard
buildings to be trackside cities and industries for dispatching trains to. Save your
Eagle Scout Project: a young man
corrugated cardboard to use for the tempocontacted us who wants to earn his badge. rary buildings. Dates to be decided, maybe
The project chosen is to build a small tem- in November. Alex will co-chair with Bill.
porary shed on the back of the Kountry
Kitchen that can house a washer and elecWebsite update: Zak Holman has
tric dryer. We will help plan and supervise. designed a new LALS website at a new
URL: lalsrm.org. It’s not quite finished,
Miniature Buildings: Tom Hansen,
but has a number of pages with copy and
business partner of member Dan Humfre- photographs. Eventually it will be able to
ville, presented a generous proposal to
accept payments for renewals and shed
build miniature structures to improve the
rentals. We will be trying it out over the
scenery around our tracks. He and Dan
next couple of months, and hopefully it
visited Train Mountain in July to tour their

will meet our needs. It’s mobile friendly
and compatible with all operating systems.
The audience applauded Zak for his great
job.

Smith Valley
Extension
(Continued from page 1)

rock wall along the fill to stabilize it and
give it a real neat look. As of writing
this, the 4-3/4” gauge loop in Smith
Valley is now fully ballasted and complete minus Stutson Crossing and the
long trestle.
Michael Mahan and I began the
second half of footings for the long trestle two weeks ago. The ground was so
hard we had to rent a rototiller and dig
at it for several hours. Footings and
bents were spaced one foot apart each
mostly, so there were a lot of them to
dig, level, and manufacture.
Once the trestle, crossing, and loop
are complete and continuous, we will be
directing our attention to the return
straightaway leg up towards Purinton
Junction. This will require construction
of several new retaining walls, a siding
called Roy George, turntable and sidings on the eastern end of the independent trackage, and an interchange with
the 7-1/2” gauge.
East end interchange facilities will
entail construction of a third trestle next
to Lower Lake mimicking Keddie Wye
which will swing closer to the 7-1/2”
gauge near the Disney Barn crossing.
Finally, we will begin the final and most
daring phase of the project – dual gauge
through one of the tunnels to the East
End existing 4-3/4” gauge loops. However, we haven’t quite crossed that
bridge yet, and when we do, we will be
putting all of our effort into it.
Lastly, I want to thank all who’ve
helped on this herculean project – Nick
Guzman, Michael Mahan, Jake and Rod
Dierking, and others. Their contributions to the project cannot be understated and have made the project make
huge leaps this year.
While the first thousand feet of
track was mostly laid by myself in the
first year or so of the project, this project has become an amazing collaborative effort which will result in the largest 4-3/4” gauge track west of the Mississippi.
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Beehives in Semaphore
and Caboose Removed
By Bill Schirmer
n August 2 at 6 am I met with the bees crew from the City Recs
and Parks Department at the Club to eradicate the bees. Probably
25 pounds of honey was removed from the semaphore. The caboose access
for the bees has been completely sealed with steel wool.
As the bee master said, there will be some bees around for a few days
wondering what happened. He suggested that we get some ammonia and
spray where the bees were; this will discourage them from coming back.
They were not the Africanized bees.
Kudos to the Recs & Parks for responding to our needs so rapidly.

O

Plan Bee
City workers remove hives from, above, the semaphore next to Zoo
Drive, and, left, under the yellow caboose next to the Kountry
Kitchen. Inset, hive before removal from the semaphore.
(Bill Schirmer photos)

You are invited to our August Movie Night/Potluck/NightRun this Saturday. Dinner starts at 6 pm. Please bring
your family and friends, and plan to get out your trains. Let's have a fun summer evening at the Club!
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ho’s been
orking on
the Railroad

Sunday Extra board
July 2019

July Ridership

Engineers and Conductors

Jeremy Steinert, General Superintendent

July 7

780

July 21

820

Alex O’Donnell
Andrew LaGaly
Bear Mustoe
Bill Schirmer
Bob Crone
Charles Rhoades
Dave Holman
David Clark
Darrell Payne
Diana Manchester
Don Kallgren
Doug Young
Frances Barnes
Michael Murphy
Glen Manchester
Jack Streit
Jeremy Steinert
Jim Baker
Jim DeBiasio
John DePhillip Jr.
Joseph Clow
Larry Tighe

July 14

438

July 28

457

Lisa Lipton
Les Kovacs
Mark Vreeken
Mel Bresee
Michael Mahan
Miles Kristman
Nick Suncin
Nick Guzman
Ray Burden
Roderick Fritz
Ross Harper
Ruth Payne
Ryan Hechinger
Scott Hoagland
Steve Sauber
Steve Rodstein
Stevo Brock
Ted Merchant
Tim LaGaly
Tom Lang
Wayne Crabb
Zak Holman

July 2019 — 2,495
Total YTD 2019 — 18,322
Total YTD 2018 — 18,487

Souvenirs and Tickets
Kathy Crabb, Martha Figueroa, Jim
Dubensky, Larry Mitchell, Jeanne
Olson, Greg Olson, Tim Silver, Carolyn
Hoagland

In Griffith Park
Mailing Address—PO Box 2156,
Toluca Lake, CA 91610
Phone (323) 661-8958
Website: LALSRM.org

2019 Officers
and Directors
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Ted Merchant
Bill Schirmer
Diana Manchester
Tim LaGaly

Directors
Wayne Crabb
Diana Manchester
Ted Merchant
Andrew LaGaly
Bill Schirmer
Tim LaGaly
Doug Young

Hugo Budd
Jeanne Olson
Jim Dubensky
Joseph Clow
Mel Bresee
Peter Fuad
Robert Guzman
Roderick Fritz
Ron Nelson
Scott Hoagland
Tom Crue
Tom Harwood

Station Masters
Robert Guzman, Gail Woodward,
Wayne Crabb, Greg Pschaida, Don
Donaldson, Larry Mitchell, Tom Crue

Safety Coordinators
Jim Cammarata, Michael Murphy,
Wayne Crabb

The Engine Booster is the monthly
publication of the Los Angeles Live
Steamers Railroad Museum, a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization.

Los Angeles
Live Steamers
Railroad Museum

Bear Mustoe
Bill Walker
Bonnie Kaufman
Dale Mattson
Don Donaldson
Darrell Payne
Derek Benedict
Francis Barnes
Gordon Oldham
Grace Mattson
Gregg Olson
Greg Pschaida
Heidi Mattson

Editor Peter Fuad
Associate Editors:
Diana Manchester
Alex O’Donnell
Christie Edinger
Drew LaGaly

Please Note
Green waste – place in small
yellow dumpster at end of Crystal
Springs Drive
Workdays— Our workdays are
back to once a month (second Saturday)
End of Sunday Run Maintenance— Engineers and conductors
should refuel and lube Club locos at
the end of run day, plug in batteries
(where applicable), and unplug GPS
batteries in cabooses.

Member
Schedule
August
24
25

Pot Luck/Night Run/Movie
Night
Public rides

September
1,8 Public rides
6,7,8 Fall Meet
9
BOD Meeting 7 pm
14 Workday/General Meeting/
Board Nominations
15 Public Rides; Disney Barn
Open/Steam Plant and Gauge 1
operating
22 Public rides
28 Pot Luck/Night Run/Movie
Night
29 Public rides

